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Figure 5.  14-02 Front View 













CLUTCH P U L L E Y  ASSEMBLY 

REVERSE LOCK\  

MAGNET ASSEMBLY 

Figure 10. Clutch Drive Assembly 

NOTE: This is set at  the factory and should not be belt take up pulley bracket. 
changed unless belt tightness needs to be adjusted or 6. Remove the clutch magnet leads at  the terminal 
idler gear wink changed. block. 

2. Scribe a line along one end of the unit to maintain 7. Remove the four hex-head clutch-drive assembly 

front to rear location. mounting screws. 

3. Establish RCCB timing as follows: 8. Remove the assembly to the rear. 

a. Block clutch armature and turn machine until 
keeper falls behind the drive arm (315O). 

b. Spot mark RCCB drive gear to CB side casting 
or to gear guard. 
4. Remove dynamic timer index as follows: 

a. Remove screw from hand crank. 
b. Remove two screws from index base. 
c. Loosen clamped hub on index shaft. 
d. Unplug index cable. 

5. Remove four drive belts. 
a. Contact roll drive (front) 
b. File feed drive (rear) 
c. Motor drive (rear) 
d. Clutched feed roll drive (rear).  Loosen the 

Clutch Drive Installation 

1. Set the drive assembly in position from the rear. 
2. Block the clutch armature attracted. 
3. With the keeper behind the drive arm (315O), 

mesh the RCCB drive gear to the idler while keeping 
the spot marks aligned. 

4. Install four drive assembly mounting screws; do 
not tighten. 

5. Position clutch drive assembly against locating 
blocks and on scribed line on end of unit. Tighten 
mounting screws. 

6. Install dynamic timer index (leave clamped hub 
loose). 



Figure 11. File Feed 

7. With the magnet armature attracted and the keep- 
er behind the drive arm, set the index to 315' i 1' and 
tighten clamped hub. 

8. Feed a card in by turning the picker knife cam 
shaft until card is against first set of feed rolls. 

9. Turn machine to 221' and install clutch drive 
belt and adjust the idler pulley. 

10. Install the other three belts and unblock the 
clutch armature. 

11. Check the following timings: 
a. Clutch engagement time (315' & l o )  
b. Brush impulse CB timing (Use CE aid panel) 
c. Timing of the RCCB's. 

File Feed 

Principles of Operation (Figure I I )  

The file feed consist of two basic units: 
1. Upper magazine 
2. Lower magazine 
The upper magazine is the tray which holds up 

to 3,000 cards to be fed into the hopper. This tray is 

hinged and can be locked at an angle to make the brush 
area of the machine more accessible. 

The lower magazine contains clutch controlled feed 
rolls that feed the cards into the hopper. Operation of 
the helical spring-type feed roll clutch is controlled by 
the level of the cards in the hopper. Under spring 
tension, the front joggler applies pressure on the joggler 
operating lever, causing the lever to follow the contour 
of the front joggler cam. As the front joggler cam ro- 
tates, the front joggler oscillates, joggling the cards into 
position. If there are sufficient cards in the hopper to 
cover the sensing pads, the inward travel of the joggler 
is limited and the joggler control lever is not allowed 
to follow the low dwell of the front joggler cam. There 
will be no clutch action or cards fed down into the 
hopper at this time. 

When the card level drops below the sensing pads, 
the additional travel of the joggler forces the joggler 
operating lever to follow the low dwell of the front 
joggler cam. At this time, the tab on the joggler op- 
erating lever will cause the clutch operating lever to 
rotate counterclockwise, pivoting the clutch latch out 
of the step in the clutch sleeve. The helical spring grips 






































































